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Book Reviews
Abercrombie, Barbara. Michael and the Cats. Illustrated by Graham Mark.
Margaret K. McElderry, 1993. ISBN 0-689-50543-4. $13.95 . 32 pp.

•

Pre-2

FI

Reviewed by Jan

PB

Stah~1i

Michael goes visiting and discovers that his aunt has two cats. Wanting
to make friends, Michael chases them, tries feeding them ice cream, and dresses
them in his sweaters to keep them warm. Nothing works- until Michael decides
cats must like different things than boys do. So he watches and waits, and on
his last night,
Michael suddenly woke up . Something had landed on his bed. The cats
were sitting next to his feet. "His, cats, " he whispered. They curled up
against him. They felt warm and soft and friendly . Michael could hear
them purring.
This is a sweet, simple story about a young child who learns to make
friends with two cats. The pictures are beautiful; this story will delight any
small child.

• •••

Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno's Twice Told Tales. Philomel Books, 1993. ISBN
0-399-22005-4. $17 .95 . Unpaginated.

A

1-3

NF

PB

Reviewed by Janet Francis

In this double-text set of two Grimm' s fairy tales, The Fishennan's Wife
and The Four Clever Brothers, Mitsumasa Anno has once more demonstrated
the intricacy of his extraordinary imagination. At the top of each page the
original Grimm tale appears; at the bottom is the creative interpretation of the
pictures; and in between are the two texts narrated by Mr. Fox (who has to
appear to read because he is unable to admit to his eager young son that he
cannot read). Woven into the satisfying illustrations are suggestions of other
Grimm's tales for the knowledgeable young viewer to discover, as well as sly
comments on medieval culture and politics to appeal to the teacher/parent. Even
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the title has a double entendre (and author's credit is given to the Brothers
Grimm and Mr. Fox) . Anno never repeats-and never fail s .

••••

Ardley, Neil. Heal. New Discovery Books; Macmillan Publishing Company,
1992. ISBN 0-689-71665 . $13.95. 48 pp.

A-

6+

NF

Reviewed by William Baer

Have you ever wondered why a microwave cooks food , or how a
thermostat knows when to turn the heater off and on? If these questions interest
you, you will find Heal fascinating. Each page includes a caption with tidbits
of information including discussions on matches, thermometers, heaters, and
cooking pans. Heal is part of The Way II Works series. In this case the series
title is very fitting because Ardley has met the challenge of describing in simple
terms how heat works . Heal is not a learn-by-experimentation guide. Rather
it invites the reader to understand things by observation .
This book is full of interesting facts and examples of how we use heat
every day. When an electric current passes through a wire, the wire becomes
hot. This will make sense to anyone who has felt the heat given off by the
wires in an electric heater or has seen a car rear defrost work. By combining
simple scientific concepts with ordinary examples, Ardley has made heat much
easier to understand.

• •••

Bauer, Marion Dane. A Tasle of Smoke. Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-39564341 -4. $13 .95. 106 pp.

*

5-9

FI

Reviewed by Sandy Call

Thirteen-year-old Caitlin is watching her sister drift away from her as she
finds a romance her first year at college.
Caitlin and her sister have always gone camping together alone. It's been
their special time. But her sister now brings along a new friend. Caitlin is
angry and jealous. Later, when they visit a museum, Caitlin has a interesting
experience as she learns of the history of her small town and the death of a boy
her age one hundred years ago. She also senses a similar feeling in her sister's
new friend . As she tries to unravel this mystery and understand her own
emotions, she fmds this trip becoming a sweet new adventure with just a taste
of smoke.
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Beake, Lesley. The Song of Be. Henry Holt and Company, 1993. ISBN 08050-2905-2. $14.95 . 94 pp.

*

7+

FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

The first few words of a book must really grab me. After a brief
"Author's Note about the Time and Place of This Book, " chapter one starts with
these words: "I have just killed myself." The author has my full attention.
Be, of the Jul'hoan people (Bushmen), is dying of a self-inflicted wound.
As she awaits the end, Be thinks back to the reason her mother had given for
visiting her father , Be's grandfather, who works for a white farmer.
Grandfather is quite elderly and needs help with his work. On the white
farmer's turf, Be is tutored by the man's intelligent and lonely wife. Be learns
about the secrets adults have and questions her grandfather's loyalty to a mean
man. Stunned and confused, she seeks the peace of the world she remembers
as a small child. But nothing is as it was. In desperation, she seeks to end the
confusion and apparent hopelessness by taking her life.
1 could not put this book down. It is powerful. From a philosophy class
many years ago 1 remember the phrase "The only constant in the universe is
change." Be's ordeal is tied to her longing for the peace and comfort of the
past. Perhaps she'll find out that the only constant, in addition to change, is
love. But that's for the reader to discover .

••••

Bertrand, Lynne. One Day, Two Dragons. Illustrated by Janet Street. Crown
Publishing Group, 1992. ISBN 0-517-58411-5. $14.00. 32 pp.

B

Pre-l

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

PB

"One day, two dragons caught a bus to Three Bug Street ... " They need
four shots, and their appointment is at five o'clock, but they are six minutes
late. There are seven chairs in the waiting room, and they read eight words
before the nine-foot-tall nurse calls them in. The story continues to twenty.
The book is brightly illustrated, and each page has several examples of the
appropriate number for the child to find. The story is probably one young
children will find interesting, although I'll admit I did not.

••••
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Betancourt, Jeanne. My Name is Brain Brian. Jacket Cover by M. J. Deas.
Scholastic, 1993. ISBN 0-590-44921-4. $13.95. 128 pp.

B

5-7

FI

Reviewed by Sandy Call

Brian's family thinks he is lazy and slow. His friends think he is just fine
and that he shouldn't do his homework or even try. The boys meet in an old
abandoned garden shed to make plans for surviving sixth grade. They soon
discover their new teacher is tough and is focusing on Brian.
The teacher tries to help Brian learn that he is dyslexic, like his father and
his grandfather. As Brian tries to overcome his disabilities, his father resists his
efforts. His friends betray him, and he finds a new friend in the most unlikely
way.
Although Brian doesn't ultimately conquer his dyslexia, the book emanates
love and friendship. Brian discovers both as he comes to accept himself.

••••

Birdseye, Tom. A Regular Flood of Mishap. Illustrated by Megan Lloyd.
Holiday House, 1994. ISBN 0-8234-1070-6. $15.95 . 32 pp.

A

3+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Ima Bean-you got the name right-has always lived on Mossy Creek with
her mother, Lima Bean; her father, Garbanzo Bean; her brother, Chili Bean; his
sister, Pinto Bean; her aunt, Etta Bean; and her grandfather, Grandpaw Bean.
Poor Ima is in trouble-but she's just trying to help-and now she's really
goofed! She tries to rescue Grandpaw's fishing pole that is stuck in the river on
a log, but the log turns out to be a very large catfish. She breaks the pole
landing the fish . She tries to fix the pole with the string that holds the gate shut,
and the mule gets out and runs through the laundry. She grabs her brother's
bike to catch the mule and breaks it and falls head over heels into a vegetable
cart. Roaring down the hill, she crashes into Grandpaw's truck, spilling his
apples. That's the very minute that she decides to run away from home.
This is a fun, crazy story. I liked the writing style. Words like
"skeedaddling, " "cranked,"
"huge-o-mungus, " "plumb forgot,"
"whatchamacallit" and "whatchamaothercallit," and phrases like fishing line
"danglin in the water like it had notherin else to do"; Grandpaw Bean being as
"excited as a fly at a marmalade picnic"; and "swerving down the road like a
snake in a cactus patch" just point out some of the originality and humor in this
book. Read it-you'll like it!
The illustrations are every bit as humorous and folksy as the story. On the
back cover, if you're looking closely, you'll see the fish get away.
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Blake, William. The Tyger. Illustrated by Neil Waldman. Harcourt Brace
Children's Books, 1993. ISBN 0-15-292375-6. $15.95 . 36 pp.

A

Pre-2

PT

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

PB

This is an illustrated version of William Blake's poem "The Tyger." The
illustrations consist of one large color foldout illustration at end of the book.
All other illustrations are close-ups of that illustration, surrounded by a blackand-white version. Overall, it is very impressive.
Of course, the picture is somewhat threatening, which is, after all, the tone
of the poem. However, it helped me understand something about the poem that
I never had before. Up near the tiger's head is a serpent coiled around a branch
with an apple near by. Perhaps everyone has already figured this out, but when
Blake wrote the words "Did he who made the Lamb make thee?" the implication
is that maybe Satan made the tiger and not God. Such subtleties will probably
be lost on very small children. Still, it is a very well-done book .

••••

Bruchac, Joseph. Fox Song . Illustrated by Paul Morin. Philomel Books, 1993.
ISBN 0-399-22346-0. $14.95. 32 pp.

*

1-4

PB

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Jamie and Grama Bowman have a special relationship. They walk often
in the woods, and Grama Bowman teaches Jamie many things about the world
around them and about their Abinaki beliefs.
"Myoid Indian people," Grama Bowman said, "told me that the leaves
love to dance. But they can only do their best dancing when they are
ready to give themselves to the wind. That is when they are old, but they
are the most beautiful then. They put on their best colors and then they
dance . . .. When I see the leaves . . . I see myoid people and
remember they are still with me. We say that those who have gone are no
further away from us than the leaves that have fallen. "
Then one day Grama Bowman dies, and Jamie must decide how to face the
world without her. Running to the woods, she sings the Abinaki song Grama
taught her, and a fox comes out to listen. Then Jamie knows she will never be
alone.
This is a wonderful story about a strong bond between a child and a
grandparent. It also tells of Native American lore and legend. But best of all,
the art in this book is expressive and evocative. Done in earth tones, the
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illustrations feel warm and full of light. You can almost smell the wind. I
highly recommend this book.

• •••

Bussolati, Emanuela (translated by Patrizia Malfatti). Look around the City.
Illustrated by Donata Montanari. Grosset & Dunlap, 1993. ISBN 0-44840187-8. $11.95. 15 pp.

B

Pre

NF

PB

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

This is a board book with various cutouts showing the inner workings of
a city. One cutout shows the inside of a building, while another shows what is
under the city, such as subways and sewer and water lines. The book certainly
made an impression on my five-year-old. Several days after reading this book,
on seeing a man-hole cover, she remarked that "that is where the pipes are. "
It's always fun to see a child internalize a new concept so readily. This is a
great medium for teaching such concepts .

••••

Christiana, David. A Tooth Fairy's Tale. Farrar Straus Giroux , 1994. ISBN
0-374-37677-8. $16.00. Unpaginated.

A

Pre-3

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

When a giant sees a fairy, she turns into stone; to break the spell, the stone
must be sprinkled with "what dreams are made of." A lone Tooth Fairy
discovered a rock possessed by a giant (alias: a young boy) which is just the
color of her mother's dress when the fairy caught the giant's eye. The Tooth
Fairy tries unsuccessfully to bargain for the rock. Finally, the greedy giant
agrees to give the Tooth Fairy the rock, then to set a trap to catch her as well.
With the help of her father, the sandman, who seals the giant' s eyes shut with
toothpaste, the fairy secures the stone that is covered with tooth dust. The
Tooth Fairy's mother returns, and they all live happily ever after-except for the
giant, who is now occasionally plagued with bad dreams.
Another of Christiana's books, White Nineteens, is called a "visual
extravaganza" by Kirkus. A Tooth Fairy's Tale is also excellent. The
illustrations are incredibly detailed. The color contrast is interesting, the
shading realistic. The pictures are from various perspectives, contrasting the
seeming enormousness of a boy' s bare feet to a tiny fairy. The sandman's
helmet, goggles, and balloon flying machine add intrigue and interest to his
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character. Although some parts of the story are a little abstract, the illustrations
alone make the book worthwhile .

••••

Christopher, Matt. Return of the Home Run Kid. Illustrated by Paul
CasaleLittle Brown, 1992. ISBN 0-316-14080-5. $14.95 . 168 pp.

B

5-7

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Sylvester Coddmyer III, the baseball player featured in an earlier
Christopher book, The Kid Who Only Hit Homers, is back for another Little
League season. This year, he's in an ego-eroding slump, unable to field and hit
as he did the previous season. With the help of the mysterious Cheeko,
Sylvester relearns the batting and fielding skills that had made him a star in the
past. But he also learns shortcuts and is overly aggressive-maybe even
dirty-in his new game. An appearance by his previous mentor, the mysterious
Mr. Baruth, puts Sylvester back on the right track. He ends up as the good old
hero of the baseball diamond.
This book is simply written and relies on baseball jargon, whose intent is
to give a realistic sports flavor to the work, but some of it is dated or stilted and
rings false in the characters' mouths. Other than the minor ethical dilemma
faced by Sylvester, the book offers nothing more than a plot centered on a series
of ball games. For young readers who want only to read of sports, this will
probably not be distracting. Curiosity over the real identities of Cheeko and
Mr. Baruth offers some minor additional interest for readers .

••••

De Vinck, Christopher. Augusta and Trab. Four Winds Co. , MacmiIlian
Publishing Co., 1993. ISBN 0-02-729945-7. $13.95. 129 pp.

B

3-5

FI

Reviewed by Sandy Call

Augusta and her talking cat Trab are dreamers, wishing for adventure.
Augusta is also dealing with the death of her mother and being left alone with
her father, who works long hours for little pay. Finding a key in her backyard,
she goes on a long adventure with her cat to find the two things they wish for
the most. Things don't tum out quite as wonderfully as they always imagined.
Augusta finds strange comfort in the taste of honey. "Disappointment
always leaves in my mouth an empty taste for honey, it makes my mouth sweet
and my thoughts slippery; then I usually sing."
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The words in this book are poetic and full. The fantasy is vivid and real,
and the adventure is truly a young child's adventure .

••••

Dhondy, Farrukh. BLack Swan. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1993. ISBN 0395-66076-9. $14.95 . 217 pp.

NR

11+

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

FI

Did Shakespeare really write the incredible number of plays that we
traditionally give him credit for? Literary scholars have long debated this
question, proposing various theories about William Shakespeare's life and work.
In BLack Swan, Dhondy presents Shakespeare as a fraudulent drunkard whose
celebrated plays were actually written by Christopher Marlowe and his black
male love , Lazarus. Without historical facts to back up his ideas, Dhondy's
story appears to be a far-fetched attempt to create a new literary hero for blacks
and homosexuals.
Black Swan has two distinct plots: the story of Shakespeare, Marlowe, and
Lazarus; and the story of a young woman named Rose, who is the secretary for
a mysterious old man who dictates the Shakespearean story to her. The
significance of the connection between the two stories is unclear and
complicated, and there are problems with both. Rose and the old man are
stalked by spies, which makes that storyline quite intriguing. But the ending to
the mystery is abrupt and confusing, and it introduces a story of the old man's
past that is almost a third separate plot. The Shakespearean story has a limited
audience appeal because it does not move fast enough to keep the interest of any
young person who does not have considerable interest in and knowledge of
Elizabethan literature and history. The book also contains some profanity that
seems unnecessary and is inconsistent with the characters' usual speech .

••••

Dvorak, David. A Sea of Grass: The Tallgrass Prairie. Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1994. ISBN 0-02-733245-4. $14.95 . 30 pp.

A

4-6

NF

Reviewed by Rita Christensen

Dvorak illustrates that the tall grass prairie is not a blank canvas, but rather
a continuously changing landscape of color, pattern, texture, and drama. A Sea
of Grass: The Tallgrass Prairie describes seasonal effects on the prairie and the
interrelated functions of this ecosystem. The cyclical nature of the prairie is
emphasized by explaining typical weather occurrences and changes, the birth and
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death of specific grasses and flowers, and the behaviors of animals and insects
in tallgrass areas.
The writing style is quiet, almost reverent- appropriate in portraying a
Midwestern ecological unit that is endangered. The vibrant photographs
document prairie activity with panoramic views of vast tall grass country and
close-ups of its smaller inhabitants.
A table of contents, index, and glossary are not provided; however, a list
of tallgrass prairie preserves and restorations is included. The list is reliable.
I have been to one of the recommended preserves and found the area
fascinating. Children will find this book just as exciting as a visit to a rare
tallgrass prairie and will learn how many of our heartland's cornfields appeared
before the arrival of the plow.

• •••

Fritz, Jean. Around the World In a Hundred Years from Henry the Navigator
to Magellan. Illustrated by Anthony Bacon Venti. G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1994. ISBN 0-399-22527-7. $17.95. 128 pp.

A+

4+

NF

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

"If you were to look at a map of the world as it appeared to people in
Europe six hundred or more years ago in the 14th century, you would wonder
how mapmakers could have been so mixed up." Jean Fritz leads the reader
skillfully from that mixed up time before the explorers sailed through a hundred
years of the Age of Discovery. The focus is on several explorers, including
Prince Henry , Diaz, Columbus, da Gama, Cabral, Cabot, Vespucci, Ponce de
Leon, Balboa, and Magellan. Also mentioned are Cook, Drake, Amundsen, and
John Smith. The expeditions of these men helped mapmakers correct the maps
they drew. Fritz's research is evident: he includes fascinating facts of the
voyages as well as the ambitions, accomplishments, mistakes, and failures of
these brave men.
The reader even discovers that the explorers were
contemporaries and sometimes friends and relatives.
The book is well organized, with one chapter for each of the explorers, as
well as an introductory and concluding chapter, table of contents, bibliographical
references, index, and notes. The notes add even more background and
interesting facts to the text.
Venti has created rich, attention-getting illustrations in encil. They add
a touch of humor as well as clarify and enhance the text.
Together Fritz and Venti have created a book that should be discovered by
history buffs, teachers, report writers, and all adventure-loving readers .

••••
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Stealing the Sun. Taken from Raven. Copyright °1993 by Gerald McDermott.
Reprinted by permission from Harcourt Brace & Company.
·SU0!lllJlsnTI! ~.rql TIll U! S! unS ;:)ql.
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Garland, Sherry . Shadow of the Dragon. Harcourt Brace & Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-15-273530-5. $10.95. 314 pp.

*

7+

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

FI

"It's one of the best books I have ever read. Thank you so much. · So
reads the note I received from a coworker, a native Chinese Ph.D. living in the
United States, to whom I had loaned Shadow of the Dragon.
Danny, a handsome and intelligent sixteen-year-old, finds himself wedged
between two worlds: the world of a Houston high school student, and that of
a Vietnamese refugee living with his family in the United States. Set in Houston
against the backdrop of the Chinese New Year, Danny runs headlong into
prejudice as he ventures beyond people of his own culture and falls in love with
another high school student: beautiful, blonde Tiffany. To complicate matters
even more, Danny's cousin, Sang Le, newly arrived from Hong Kong's refugee
camps (the last step in his escape from Vietnam after his release from the Long
Binh reeducation camp and China, to which he had initially escaped), cramps
the tiny apartment even more and tries hard to fit into the family and the world
of cars, malls, and hamburgers. Assimilation is hard. People are not always
kind. Remembering who you are can be difficult. Danny is stretched by the
American he has become and the Vietnamese that he is. Can the two coexist?
Garland has done a magnificent job of portraying the complexity of
America's "melting pot" citizenry. The reader may even come to realize that
those involved in gang activity are not all "bad" people, but people who have
various needs and desires.
Reading this book evokes tender feelings-what a paradox that our
differences may help us realize the similarities in us all .

••••

George, Jean Craighead. The First Thanksgiving. Illustrated by Thomas
Locker. Philomel Books, 1993. ISBN 0-399-21991-9. $15.95. 32 pp.

A

4+

NF

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

With rich detail and beautiful illustrations, George and Locker retell the
story of the first Thanksgiving. The story begins and ends with the history of
Plymouth Rock, once two hundred tons of rock in Plymouth Harbor, now
splintered, broken in two, dropped, moved, and trimmed to fit under its presentday portico. The story centers on Squanto, a Pawtuxet Indian, who, in the early
1600s, along with sixteen other Indian men, were captured by Englishmen and
taken to Spain to be sold into slavery. Squanto was sold to an Englishman and
fmally made his way back to his home village, which he found empty, destroyed
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by an European plague. When the Pilgrims (mostly city people who had no
experience living off the land) landed the next year, Squanto appointed himself
their teacher. The following fall, with ninety Indians, mostly uninvited, the
Pilgrims spent three days feasting and playing games to celebrate their bountiful
harvest.
George, an avid researcher, not only tells the story of this first
Thanksgiving celebration, but she also fills this beautiful picture book with many
little known facts. Did you know that Plymouth was built on the ruins of the
Paxtuxet village where Squanto had lived before his captivity? Did you know
that after a bitter first winter, only fifty-seven Pilgrims and half the crew had
survived out of the 102 men, women, and children who originally came on the
Mayflower? And not even one of them asked to go back to England when the
Mayflower left for England the following spring? This book is fascinating. The
illustrations will make you feel as if you are a Pilgrim. The rolling waves of
the sea during the crossing, the lushness of the forests where Squanto took the
Pilgrims to find game, the seascapes and the landscapes-all are beautifully done
and add depth and radiance to the story of survival and renewal.

••••

Grant, Cynthia D. Uncle Vampire.
$13 .95. 151 pp.

•

7+

Atheneum, 1993. ISBN 0-689-31852-9.

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

FI

There are many books on the subject of child abuse. Cynthia D. Grant
takes a stereotypical situation and breathes life into it. Sixteen-year-old .twins
Carolyn and Honey have a secret. Their uncle, who lives in their home, is
abusing them. The sisters deal with the situation differently. Honey, the
talented, outgoing, beautiful and popular twin, denies what is happening.
Carolyn, on the other hand, is desperate to tell someone. But who to tell? As
she attempts to tell her parents, they defend the uncle.
This is not a bland portrayal of sexual abuse. However, it is not graphic
or gratuitous. It is a story of vicious betrayal, and yet it conveys an element of
hope. It is a "must read" for adults as well as young adults.
"It's hard to get rid of vampires. You have to drag them into the light."

••••
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Holmes, Efuer Tudor.
Deer in the Hollow.
Illustrated by Marlowe
deChristopher. Philomel Books, 1993. ISBN 0-399-21735-5. $15.95.
32 pp.
A

Pre +

FI

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

PB

Seth, a very quiet boy, comes to a small village in New England to live
with his grandparents. Even though Seth seems different, none of the villagers
ask questions. They simply accept him. Seth spends most of his time alone,
wandering through the woods and taking care of the wild creatures who live
there. The villagers and his grandparents worry about his solitary behavior, but
Seth is never afraid . Winter comes and Seth is troubled about the animals being
able to find food. Just before Christmas, he comes down with a high fever and
is confined to his bed for many days. When the fever finally breaks, Seth,
looking down from his bedroom window, sees a doe and her fawn struggling
through the heavy snow with a wild dog on their trail. Forgetting his own weak
physical condition, he quickly dresses and hurries off in pursuit. When he
finally catches up with the creatures, the dog is ready to attack the deer. While
trying to help, Seth stumbles and falls from a ledge. Meanwhile, Seth's
grandparents discover that he is missing and organize a search party. Two deer,
a doe and her fawn, lead the party deep into the forest, where at last they find
Seth, surrounded by a great circle of wild creatures who are lovingly protecting
him.
This book is lavish in its illustrations. deChristopher, who comes from a
family of artists, has captured Seth's loneliness and the beauty of the forest.
The story is warm and provocative, and we feel the deep relationship and love
that exists between Seth and these wild creatures. Readers will enjoy this book
about the wonders that occur between man and nature .

••••
Isaacson, Philip M. A Short Walk Around the Pyramids and through the World
of Art. Alfred A. Knopf, 1993. ISBN 0-679-81523-6. $20.99. 120 pp.

B

5-8

NF

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

The title of this book, a Short Walk Around the Pyramids & Through the
World of Art, is at the same time appropriate and misleading. The book is not
short enough to be read in one sitting, but it would probably hold a young
person's attention for only one or two chapters at a time. It is definitely a
rambling walk through the art world, beginning with the pyramids and ending
with modern cities. The book is not consistently organized by either genre or
elements of art; but it is divided into chapters on pyramids, sculpture, color,
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images, photographs, useful things, and towns and cities. While this approach
may frustrate someone schooled in art, it may actually appeal to young people
because it focuses on several of the most interesting aspects of art.
The beautiful photographs of art, many of them taken by the author
himself, are the main attraction of this book. With its eye-catching cover, thick
shiny pages, helpful index, and list of additional information about the works
pictured, the book merits additional praise. Isaacson does a wonderful job of
defming and explaining abstract art so that young people can begin to understand
and appreciate it. The book also encourages young people to see art in all
aspects of the world, because it treats useful objects and cities as art.
Unfortunately, Isaacson's opinions on the interpretation of each art piece and on
aesthetic issues such as "What is art" are stated as if they were facts. Overall,
though, the book does a nice job of introducing young people to art, and it will
likely spark their interest to learn more .

••••

Kiser, Kevin. Sherman the Sheep. Illustrated by Rowan Barnes-Murphy.
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1994. ISBN 0-02-750825-0. $14.95.
27 pp.
•

All

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

"There's no place like home, but maybe you have to go somewhere else
to appreciate it" is the theme of this outstanding story. After a flock of sheep
became dissatisfied with their field, they enlist the help of Sherman, the smartest
sheep in the field-maybe even the whole valley-to lead them to the best field
in the valley. Wise Sherman leads the flock on a "long, hard journey" and then
comes back to their same field.
This book is extremely clever. As the sheep travel along, Sherman makes
up amusing and delightful songs. For example,
"We're sheep! We're sheep!
We're brave and we're bold,
We go where we want
And not where we're told,
'Cause we're sheep! We're sheep!"
A good oral reader can have a lot of fun while reading these jingles. Besides
making up songs, Sherman also reveals that he is proficient in sign reading,
which is "a bit of an art." The reader sees Sherman's sheepish way of reading
when a sign saying "Happy Valley City Dump" is read by Sherman as "Free
food for sheep." Sherman not only leads the flock in and out of many tight
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situations, but he also charms the reader. He possibly is the smartest sheep "in
the whole world." The illustrations both support the text and succeed in
portraying various facial expressions of the sheep. The illustrations' simplicity
and soft colors are a perfect complement to the excellent story. This is not only
fun to read, but fun to listen to. The book is a winner!

••••
Levine, Arthur A. The Boy Who Drew Cats. Illustrated by Frederic Clement.
Dial Books, 1994. ISBN 0-8037-1173-5 . $16 .00. Unpaginated.

•

All

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

PB

Kenji is a poor farm boy who loves to draw, especially cats. His drawings
are so vivid it seems they could come to life. Fearful for survival, his mother
takes him to live in a monastery. His love of drawing gets the best of him, and
he is expelled from the monastery for failing to focus on his studies. One tender
monk, realizing Kenji's need to be an artist, gives Kenji a gift of brushes and
inks when he leaves, along with the advice to "avoid large places at night-Keep
to small." Ashamed to return a failure to his family, Kenji ventures to a further
village, where he finds refuge in a high temple. Here, unknown to Kenji, the
Goblin Rat reigns. Upon finding blank white screens, Kenji can't resist
covering them with cats. When he hears scratching sounds, he remembers the
priest's warning and hides in a small cabinet. Noise of a fierce fight frightens
Kenji, but he heeds the priest's warning and stays where he is. The next
morning he emerges to find the screens tom into shreds, his pictures gone,
except for one intact screen-the King of Cats sitting on it with the sword of the
Goblin Rat at his feet. The villagers are so appreciative that they invite Kenji
to live there and paint in the newly reopened temple. There he becomes a
famous artist painting his favorite subject-cats.
, This story, based on a Japanese legend, is superbly retold by Arthur
Levine. He was inspired by a brother who was living in Japan. The detailed,
outstanding illustrations are done in acrylics and then color-separated and
reproduced in blue, red, yellow, and black halftones. They complement the text
and look as though they could come alive. Adding to the illustrations are
calligraphy characters on each page of the text. Endnotes show the characters,
along with their pronunciation and meaning. The calligraphy is beautifully done
with brush and black ink. The well-written text, coupled with magnificent
illustrations, capture the feeling of the Orient as well as the spirit of the legend.
The story is sure to be a favorite .

••••
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Lynch, Chris. Shadow Boxer.
$13.89. 215 pp.

A

6+

HarperCollins, 1993. ISBN 0-06-023028-2.

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

FI

When George is nine, his father dies from the cumulative effects of a
lifetime in the boxing ring. But before he dies, he passes on some "rocks"-bits
of wisdom and life lessons-to his son. He teaches George how to fight, then,
shortly before his death, he teaches him "the one I didn't learn until too late..
.. Now I'm gonna teach you how not to be a fighter, how to walk away" (7).
The story then jumps to George at fourteen, now the man of the family,
the protector and mentor of Monty, his eleven-year-old brother. George has
learned his lessons well-boxing is bad, "the devil's sport,· his mother calls
it-and he tries to pass them on to Monty. Monty learns to fight, but instead
of seeing boxing as a means of protection and self-confidence as George does
(and as his father intended), he sees it as a legacy from his father, a vehicle to
draw close to the man he never really koew. Desperate to be someone, to
belong to someone other than his brother and mother, Monty struggles to find
his place in the world. As Monty succumbs to the ever-increasing pull of the
ring and the gym, George and his mother try desperately to block his selfdestructive path, knowing all the time that the harder they work to keep him
from boxing, the more likely it is that he will, as his father did, reject the family
for the ring . It's not until Monty sees the brutal and bloody side of boxing
endured by his father that he realizes, as George has already, that he must let
his father's boxing legacy pass.
Lynch's first novel pulls the reader in quickly. We sympathize with
George's concern for Monty and the great weight of responsibility he feels to
bring his brother up right. The dialogue sparkles and the fight scenes pack a
heavyweight wallop. Lynch also incorporates significant subplots that add to the
overall effectiveness of the novel: Monty's friendship with a bright but abused
boy, George and Monty's association with their strange building superintendent,
and George's conflict over his role as brother and father to Monty. These
characters and their concerns are honest and human. Young adult readers, male
and female, will be drawn to them, and their story and will certainly learn some
"rocks" that will help them better understand the conflicts in their own lives .

••••
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Magic Eye. Illustrated by N. E. Thing Enterprises. Andrews and McMeel,
1993. ISBN 0-8362-7006-1. $12.95 . 47 pp.

*

3-Adult

NF

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

PB

The title of this book is Magic Eye: A New Way of Looking at the World,
and is it ever! If you have ever visited a mall and seen the 3-D pictures on
display you have seen the concept illustrated in this book. You need a quiet
time when you are totally relaxed to visualize the pictures in 3-D . One helpful
hint: if seeing the images seems impossible, get a clear plastic sheet protector
and lay it on top of the pictures, find your reflection, and look carefully at that.
This technique helped me to see the images the first time and to grasp the
concept of viewing them easily and normally. The first time an image pops out
at you, you will be truly amazed. The pictures will also move as you move
your head slowly from side to side. You need practice seeing the 3-D images,
but with practice comes an amazing world-dots and splashes tum into flexible
jello molds; stars float in a surrealistic heaven; and cars with shiny, see-through
windows appear before your gaze. The mall experience was not a good one for
me; I was unable to see the images. With this book, you can take your time,
choose your place, and be astonished that you too have a "magic eye. "
The book is a wordless book, except for the instructions found on the first
page or two. It also gives illustrations on the last two pages of what you should
have seen.

• •••

Major, Beverly. Over Back. Illustrated by Thomas B. Allen. HarperCollins,
1993. ISBN 0-06-020286-6. $15.00. 32 pp.

A

K-4

PB

Reviewed by Janet Francis

This word picture of the paradise of a farm child, hidden behind the
practical fields and bam, makes that childhood as clear as if seen in a vivid
dream. Arbutus and wintergreen wait in that far meadow, cold streams with
private bridges are discovered on the way there, and most of all there is, the
quiet gift of contented solitude with no hint of loneliness and a barely suggested
trembling of fear. This essay will touch the hearts of all children who know the
country and waken envy in those who don't .

••••
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Meyer, Carolyn. While Lilacs. Harcourt Brace and Co., 1993. ISBN 0-15200641 -9. $10.95 . 256 pp.

A

3-5

FI

Reviewed by Sandy Call

Rose Lee Jefferson has a passion for drawing and working in her
grandfather's garden, but not for serving meals to the Bell family . The girl who
usually helps Rose's momma in the kitchen of the Bells' large home falls ill.
Rose is summoned to fill in. Although afraid of making a mistake in front of
these wealthy white folk, Rose learns some important lessons. She overhears
the plan to replace her black neighborhood with a park for the white folk.
When Rose returns home that evening she tells her father what she heard when
she was serving lunch to Mrs. Bell 's friends. Her father wants Rose to spy on
them for the good of their people.
"My mouth went dry with all of them looking at me. My father's scissors
hovered in mid-air. They want to move us," I said. "The ladies of the Dillon
Garden Club were saying at Mrs. Bell's that they want to make us all move
away somewhere so they can turn Freedom into a park." As Rose works
through her feelings and her love for Freedom town and her heritage, she also
discovers her talent for drawing.
The value of community is abundant in this book and helps to remind us
that we must work together.

• •••

Mitchell, Margaree King. Uncle Jed's Barbershop. Illustrated by James
Ransome. Simon & Schuster, 1993. ISBN 0-671-76979-3 . . $15 .00.
Unpaginated.

B

All

FI

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Uncle Jed dreams of one day owning his own barbershop. He is the only
black barber in thirty miles, and he travels from family to family cutting hair.
Slowly his savings begin to grow. But he has many setbacks. First, his favorite
niece gets sick, and he volunteers to pay for her operation. Then the Great
Depression comes, and he loses everything he has in the bank-nearly three
thousand dollars. But through it all he continues to work and build up his
savings to pay for his dream. The story, told from his niece' s point of view,
concludes with the following paragraphs:
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Uncle Jed died not long after that, and I think he died a happy man. You
see, he made his dream come true even when nobody else believed in it.
He taught me to dream too.
The story is warm and gives a glimpse into the lives of poor black families
in the early part of this century. The pictures match the text and add to the
feeling of family .

• •••

Nolan, Han. If I Should Die Before I Wake. Harcourt Brace & Company,
1994. ISBN 0-15-238040-X. $16.95. 225 pp.

A

8+

Reviewed by Marlene Mabey

FI

Chana and Hilary should never have known each other. They are
separated by time, language, cultures, and oceans. Yet they are connected.
Hilary, a Neo-Nazi, lies in a coma in a Jewish Hospital. She is inexplicably
transported to Poland at the onset of World War II. She becomes Chana, a
young Jew, and experiences the inhumane conditions of a Jewish ghetto, a
prison, and finally of Birkenaul Auschwitz.
Han Nolan's first book quickly pulls readers in and gives powerful insight
into the horrifying reality of Chana's survival through the Holocaust and
Hilary's journey out of hatred. Nolan believes "the stories of the Holocaust
should be told again and again in as many ways as possible until everyone has
heard, everyone understands." If I Should Die Before I Wake educates the heart
to remember and to understand. As Chana says, "You are a part of the chain .
. . . We are connected now. In hearing me, in understanding me, you have
given my past new meaning. It will change the meaning of your past as well.
You are a part of the chain, one you cannot break. "

••••
Parker, Steve. Thomas Edison and Electricity. HarperCollins Publishers, 1992.
ISBN 0-06-021473-2. $13.89. 32 pp.

•

34

NF

BI

Reviewed by William Baer

In Thomas Edison and Electricity, Parker tells the story of one of the
greatest inventors of all time. Get to know Thomas Edison as a young boy with
poor hearing and little formal education. Follow his life through many successes
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and failures. Be there when the first electric light is turned on and when the
phonograph is invented. Edison's inventions affect all of us every day.
Parker does an excellent job of both researching and writing this
biography. He has pieced together into a wonderful narrative some of the most
interesting events in Thomas Edison's life. Parker's book includes many
photographs from the period, and these add flavor to the text. I was also glad
to see that a glossary and timeline were included. Thomas Edison and
Electricity was a pleasure to read. I highly recommend it.

••••

Paterson, Katherine. Flip-Flop Girl. Lodestar, 1994. ISBN 0-525-67480-2.
$13.99 . 120 pp.

A

6+

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

FI

I looked forward to reading Paterson's newest book, and I was not
disappointed. Flip-Flop Girl is the story of nine-year-old Vinnie (Lavinia)
Matthews, who, along with her mother and five-year-old brother, moves to
Brownsville to live with her grandmother immediately after Vinnie's father dies.
Vinnie is angry-angry about her father's death, angry about the attention
heaped on her little brother (who has become mute since the funeral) and not on
her, angry at having to live with her eccentric grandmother, angry about being
poor, angry about leaving her friends and school to become a stranger in a new
school, angry about the trouble her brother causes her, her mother, and his
teachers. And more deeply, she is angry at herself for perhaps being the cause
of her brother's muteness.
The flip-flop girl, Lupe, is Vinnie's classmate and a girl who has more
reasons than Vinnie to be angry: she's even poorer, she's a social outcast, and
she doesn't hav a father or mother. Lupe is the only student who befriends
Vinnie. This friendship Vinnie grudgingly accepts, and Lupe becomes the
catalyst for Vinnie coming to terms with her grief and her new life.
F or me, this novel lacked the emotional punch of The Great Gilly Hopkins,
Bridge to Terabithia, and Jacob Have I Loved. But the quality of writing, the
strength of the characters, and the overall literary skill are vintage Paterson.
The character of Vinnie is drawn carefully and honestly. Vinnie readily
recognizes that grief is the cause of her brother's muteness and misbehavior at
school and of her mother's bouts of crying at night. But until the end of the
novel she cannot see, as we can, that she too is grieving. Paterson brings
Vinnie through the painful growing experience intact, leaving Vinnie, and the
reader, with a clearer understanding of the world and life .

••••
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Paulsen, Gary. SisterslHermanas. Harcourt Brace, 1993. ISBN 0-15-275323O. $10.95. 66 pp.

A

7+

FI

Reviewed by Rachael Williams

SisterslHermanas tells its story brilliantly in both English and Spanish.
The story presents two fourteen-year-old girls who first appear to have nothing
in common. Rosa is an illegal immigrant from Mexico who has had to resort
to prostitution in order to support her mother. Traci is a rich American girl
whose mother has taught her from childhood that being beautiful is what matters
most, because it is essential to "marrying right." The narration moves back and
forth between the two girls, revealing some appalling similarities in their lives.
The two girls' lives finally intersect in a shopping mall. The girls cannot speak
to each other, but their eyes lock for a few moments, and both realize in that
instant that they are sisters, with much in common. However, the book has a
very troubling ending: Rosa is arrested, and Traci returns to her shopping. Is
Rosa then left hopeless in her situation? Does Traci obey her mother's
admonition to forget the whole experience? These questions are not clearly
answered in the brief ending scene of the book, and this makes the story
painfully realistic.
SisterslHermanas does clearly show how both girls are victims of a society
in which physical appearance is valued above all else. Paulsen shows that
Traci's mother's "selling" her daughter in a socially acceptable way is just as
wrong as the illegal prostitution that Rosa must resort to . Is Traci's mother
entirely to blame for Traci's condition? Who is to blame for Rosa's plight?
What can be done about the common occurrence of both situations in society?
Again, SisterslHermanas does not answer these questions; its brilliance lies in
the compelling way that it raises them.
Although Paulsen handles the subject of prostitution delicately, (nothing
explicit), this book is definitely for mature readers. Because of the complicated
questions it raises, it would be particularly appropriate for discussion in a high
school classroom or in the home .

••••

Rappaport, Doreen. The Alger Hiss Trial. Harper Collins Publishers, 1993.
ISBN 0-06-025120-4. $14.89. 184 pp.

A

5-8

NF

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

In 1948, Whitaker Chambers, an ex-Communist, testified before
Congress that Alger Hiss, a high government official, was a Communist spy.
Hiss, of course, denied the accusation but was indicted for perjury. The first
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trial ended with a hung jury. And so the second trial begins. Doreen Rappaport
has meticulously researched the facts of this case and has given the reader the
actual testimony of many of the witnesses. While maintaining neutrality and
explaining the judicial process, she asks the reader to be the jury. After the
facts are presented and the reader has time to reach a conclusion, the fmding of
the jury is presented along with subsequent facts that may indicate guilt or
Innocence.
The judicial process is accurately presented. As a lawyer, I did my best
to find something wrong. The only thing I could find fault with, and I say this
somewhat facetiously, is on page 29 when she states that both parties "want
jurors who are impartial." In reality, both parties want jurors who are partial
to their side of the case.
Rappaport has written several books in this series, including the trial of
Lizzie Borden and the Sacco Vanzetti trial. I highly recommend this book and
look forward to reading others in the series .

••••

Ray, David. Pumpkin Light. Philomel Books, 1993. ISBN 0-399-22028-3.
$14.95. 32 pp.

C

Pre-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

When I first picked up this book, I was excited by the brightness and
boldness of the illustrations. I thought it would be the perfect Halloween book.
The plot, however, is rather confusing. The book begins with the birth of a
little boy, Angus. The sun looks like a "shinning pumpkin," and we are told
that the "sun filled Angus with a light that stayed with him all his life." I
thought that was a little unusual, but then we see Angus, a child who loves to
draw pumpkins; a child who will not go trick or treating with the other children
because he would rather be alone; a child who is sent to bed without pumpkin
pie on Halloween night because he spent too much time at the country store
drawing pumpkins; a child who is changed, by a scarecrow, into a dog named
Autumn, until someone is persuaded to cut a magic pumpkin into a jack-o'lantern. We are led to believe that after the appearance of the scarecrow, this
is Angus' dream, but the dream covers too much time and is too unrealistic,
even for a dream. I found myself going back and forth in the book, trying to
figure out if the author was writing about a boy's dream or if he was trying to
write a fantasy. A young reader might have a difficult time following this
story-I know I did.
The illustrations, however, are something else entirely. They are filled
with wonderful colors and sleek images of jack-o'-lanterns that should be
exciting to any child. The little boy and his parents, and even Autumn, the dog,
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are all done in vivid blues and browns, and the pumpkins are positively
glowing-all are rich and powerful. I suggest that Ray stick to illustrating and
let someone else write his stories. For ideas for carving your Halloween
pumpkin, this book is rich with examples .

••••

Rinaldi, Ann . In My Father's House. Scholastic Hardcover, 1993. ISBN 0590-44730-0. $13.95. 323 pp.

A

8+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

This novel opens in 1852 in northern Virginia. Seven-year-old Oscie
Mason is about to get a new stepfather, Will Mclean (Daddy Will, as he comes
to be called by the children). There is an instant antipathy between Daddy Will
and Oscie that lasts until after the Civil War ends. Not until then do they begin
to understand each other. Civil War fighting eventually breaks out in their front
yard, so Daddy Will moves the family to Appomattox. There, incredibly,
Generals Grant and Lee meet in the Mclean's drawing room to sign the
surrender documents ending the War. The story centers around Oscie and her
growing up during this time, and her final acceptance that changes must occur
in the old South.

• •••
Roth, Susan L. Princess.
$13.95. 32 pp.

A

Pre-3

FI

Hyperion Books, 1993.

PB

ISBN 1-56282-465-1.

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

"Princess"-her mother calls her princess even when she hollers for
Princess to get up and get ready for school. Princess can think of many other
things she would rather do-ride a horse, eat chocolate for breakfast, read till
midnight, even play with her toys all day; but mother insists that she go to
school.
What child has not wished she they could do as she wished instead of what
she should? Children will love this book because for a while they can pretend
with Princess. Parents will love this book because they will remember their
own childhood and relate to their children. Artists will love this book because
the paper-cut pictures are delightful. Teachers will love this book because the
child decides that school is a worthwhile place to be. In short, I can' t think of
anybody who won't have an entrancing time with this book .

••••
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Coyote, the Buffoon. Taken from Coyote. Copyright c 1994 by Gerald
McDermott. Reprinted by permission from Harcourt Brace & Company.
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Roybal, Laura. Billy. Houghton Mifflin, 1994. ISBN 0-395-67649-5. $14.95.
236 pp.

A

9-10

FI

Reviewed by Raphael Johstoneaux

Laura Roybal's first published novel, Billy, holds for the reader far more
than the simple title would suggest. Billy is kidnapped by his birth father and
taken to a remote New Mexico town. He and his father follow the rodeo circuit
until his dad's injury causes them to settle down to a life of school, chores, and
routine. Sixteen-year-old Billy hunts, rides horses, dresses in Western clothes,
and is free to come and go as he pleases. His father places few restrictions on
him and has raised him, as the Sheriff says, "rough. " He frequently gets into
fights at school and is often suspended.
One night after Billy is caught fighting at a dance, the local police take him
to the station. In an attempt to scare him they fingerprint him. While waiting
for his dad to come, an officer runs a computer check on Billy's print and finds
that he is a missing person. His adoptive father is notified and quickly comes
to take Billy home.
It's here that the story and the character begin to develop. Again thrown
into an essentially strange environment, Billy must now learn the meaning of
responsibility and family and love.
This novel has an especially consistent voice, a captivating plot, and a very
likeable character.

••••

Staples, Donna. Arena Beach. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1993. ISBN 0-39565366-5. $14.95. 236 pp.

A

10+

FI

Reviewed by Sandy Call

The daughter of an ex-hippie mom, Terra works at the gas station in a
small town. She dates the manager of a surf shop. Her mom is a channeller
of an old spirit and has trouble keeping hold of reality. Terra's boss is
overweight and crude and is dying of heart trouble. However, Terra learns to
tolerate him and even fmd the good in him. He becomes her best support and
encourages her to leave the small town and to get an education.
Her long-lost father shows up, and she struggles to understand him and his
reason for leaving. A compelling person, he helps her to realize some of the
real issues facing children of divorce. She attempts to build a relationship with
him and his family while trying to maintain relations with her mother and boss.
Terra faces the issue of sex with her boyfriend. As she moves into
womanhood there is some dialogue about sex and birth control. I didn't like the
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fact (although I know that's how it is for kids out there) that they didn't even
bring up abstinence as a real choice. It seemed to me that it was almost a given
that in order for her to find herself she must have sex. All the adults seem to
encourage her to do so in quiet ways. The book doesn't do much for teaching
self-respect to young females .
I give it a high rating because it reads well and would keep the reader
interested. Most teenagers would identify with this book, although some will
not share its values.
The ending is warm and sensitive. Terra faces and resolves some of the
issues in her life. I do like the author's candid way of dealing with issues facing
young females.

• •••

Swift, Jonathan. Gulliver's Adventures in Lilliput. Illustrated by Gennady
Spirin. Philomel, 1993. ISBN 0-399-22021-6. $15.95. 32 pp.

B

All

FI

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

This is an old story retold by Ann Keay Beneduce. The story nicely
follows the original telling, even retaining sine of the language of the original
book. The story is one of a man shipwrecked and washed up on the shore of
a strange land that is peopled by three-inch tall humans. Gulliver is first
captured, then befriended, and finally made a protector of the state when he
captures a neighboring navy.
The outstanding feature of this book is the illustrations. On the cover is
a close-up of Gulliver-you can even see his whiskers grow. The color ton~s
have a soft Renaissance feel.
This would be a nice addition to any library that could use a simplified
version of the original tale. It would also be a great introductory book, leading
kids to read the original Swift work .

Tamar, Erika. Fair Game.
$10.95. 293 pp.

B

10+

••••

Harcourt Brace, 1993.

FI

ISBN 0-15-278537-X.

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

After reading three chapters of this book, I decided I defmitely did not like
it. Fair Game is based on the news reports of several high school athletes who
rape Cara, a retarded high school girl. This fictional account uses alternating
narrators to give different perspectives of the unsavory event. Laura Jean is the
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girlfriend and defender of the lead perpetrator; Joe Lopez is a jock who
witnesses the beginnings of the rape but leaves, disgusted, without participating.
Cara is the victim. The early chapters deal with high school trivia-clothes,
boyfriends, the Spring Fling-and they simply did not engage me. I was also
put off by the earthy dialogue and sexual references-realistic though they
are-used by the jocks.
But as the story unfolds, as the rape occurs, I was able to see why Tamar
chose to use alternating characters. Laura Jean 's egocentric and trivial view of
the world anticipates her reaction when she discovers her boyfriend's
involvement in the assault. Cara's gullibility and naive desire to belong, leads
to her "willing" participation in the assault. Joe Lopez's outsider view of things
provides some objectivity. In the end, even Laura Jean condemns her
boyfriend's actions after she realizes how easily victimized Cara is.
This is a disturbing story based on an even more disturbing real event. Its
language and occasional graphic scenes will offend some. Though this book
examines realistically a sick and tragic event, I can't see what it has to offer
young readers other than a look into a darker side of an otherwise civil society.
The fact that this is a disturbing novel is evidence of Tamar's ability to create
realistic and sympathetic characters and to tell a compelling tale. Unfortunately,
her talent might have been better directed in spinning a tale less repulsive than
this one.
Young adults who are fascinated with the lows humans sometimes sink to
will probably like this book. Most parents, however, will not.

••••

Turner, Glennette Tilley. Running for Our Lives. Illustrated by Samuel Byrd.
Holiday House, 1994. ISBN 0-8234-1121-4. $15.95. 208 pp.

A

4-6

FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

"Even though I was young, I knew I didn' t like bein' somebody's property,
like a horse or cow. And 'most everything starts with a dream. So I held on
to the dream that someday our family could escape.· Thus dreams Luther, a
young black slave. When Luther stumbles onto a secret cave, he feels he has
found a perfect place for his family to hide as they begin to prepare for their
escape from slavery. As trouble between Missouri and Kansas becomes intense,
Luther convinces his mother and father, who belong to a nearby slaveholder,
that the time is right. The chances of a family of five (Luther, his mother,
father, sister Carrie, and a toddler named Dilly taken in by the family when her
own mother is sold to another owner) escaping is slim. The family is forced to
separate and endure some very tense and difficult circumstances, including the
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death of Dilly; however, they do fmally arrive in Canada. Luther and Carrie
spend several years looking for their parents and are finally reunited.
The book addresses family relationships in slavery. As Luther and Carrie's
aunt remarks, "You know, I had ten brothers and sisters and don't know where
a one of them is now! Slavery tears families to shreds." The characters are
welJ developed; the reader is able to feel the intense family bond. The author
cleverly begins the story with Great-grandfather Luther being asked by his
grandchildren to tell the story of the secret cave. The epilogue refers back to
Great-grandfather Luther's wishes for his family to continue to gather around
to recount the story of his escape from slavery.
The plot is exciting. Charles Blockson, author of The Underground
Rai/road, observes, "As a historian on the Underground Railroad, I have read
numerous books that have attempted to tell the story of the Underground
Railroad for children. Most of the books are based on the life and adventures
of Harriet Tubman. However, Turner's excellent book focuses on ordinary
people who did extraordinary things. " The book takes an ordinary family who,
with the assistance of both black and white conductors on the railroad, are
creatively hidden and transported to Canada.
Black-and-white illustrations capture the strong emotions. The author
includes a note section in the end detailing facts from which the story emerged;
her information is accurate and well researched .

Tyler, Deborah. Japan.
$13.95 . 32 pp.
A

2-3

••••

Crestwood House, 1993.

ISBN 0-89686-773-0.

Reviewed by William Baer

NF

Japan has
erged as one of the most powerful countries in the world. We
fmd its unique culture mysterious and fascinating. Japan explains many aspects
of this complex culture in simple terms. From the shogun to bullet trains and
sushi to festivals, many interesting tidbits of information are explained. The
"fact file" section at the end of the book contains facts about the government,
education, famous people, and important historical dates.
Japan is very enjoyable. I lived in Japan for two years and became
familiar with the culture there. Tyler has done an excellent job of capturing
much of the essence of Japan in a way that will interest children. There is not
much detail, but it leaves readers wanting to know more .

••••
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Uspenski, Eduard. The Little Warranty People. Illustrated by Vladimir
Shpitalnik. A. A. Knopf, 1994. ISBN 0-679-82063-9. $15 .00. 133 pp.

C

2-4

FI

Reviewed by Janet Francis

This translated work from the Russian version shares the fate of many
translated children's works-it loses something in the telling. The little warranty
people live in every manufactured article and are responsible to keep the article
functioning through its warranted lifespan. The story deals with the furnishings
of a family who are moving to the country for the summer and the difficulties
that occur with warranty people of different ages and backgrounds. The story
also features a pitched battle between the people and a group of mice. Although
the initial concept is intriguing (though somewhat reminiscent of The
Borrowers), the stilted conversation, predictable characters, and political
propaganda soon obscure any intrinsic interest, and the final effect is pretty
much ho-hum.

• •••
Van Allsburg, Chris. The Sweetest Fig. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-395-67346-1. $17.95 . Unpaginated.

A

2+

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Selfish, coldhearted Bibot is given two magic figs, which, he is told, are
able to make dreams come true. He is skeptical, he refuses to believe such a
tale; however, he does eat one of the figs for dinner. The next day while
walking his mistreated dog, Marcel, Bibot realizes that his dream of the previous
night has come true. He then focuses his energy on controlling his dreams in
preparation for eating the second fig. The tables are turned when Marcel
snatches the second fig and eats it. Although the reader is never told what
Marcel's dream is, the next morning he and Bibot have switched places. Bibot
finds himself under the bed being coaxed out for a walk and sees his face on
another, who is trying to drag him out.
Award-winning Van Allburg again succeeds in creating intriguing
illustrations. Entirely done in brown hues, they successfully portray the cold
heart of Bibot. The last page, where Marcel reaches down to take Bibot for a
walk, leaves a lasting impression. The fantasy story is intriguing-imagine a
person actually getting what he deserves! The character development of Bibot
is impressive; the reader learns to despise him. Younger readers may be
confused by the unexpected twist of the plot and could benefit from a discussion
following the story.
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Wallace, Barbara Brooks. The Twin in the Tavern . Atheneum, 1993. ISBN
0-689-31846-4. $14.95. 179 pp.

•

3+

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

FI

Not yet eleven years old, Taddy has already been orphaned twice! First
his parents die, then a horrible and swift disease takes Uncle and Aunt Buntz,
his guardians, in a matter of a few days. When outlaws break into the Buntz
cottage, assured that the owners have passed on, they discover Taddy huddled
under a blanket behind the rocking chair they are planning to take away.
Taddy is taken along by the thieves Lucky and Neezer. Thrown into the
back of their horse-drawn wagon, Taddy remembers what his Uncle whispered
to him as he was dying:
Nothing is what you think. You are not really ours, Taddy. Forgive us
for not ever telling you. There was too much anger for you if we did.
But .. . but find your twin, Taddy. Find your twin and you ... you will
know who you are. But be careful. Be careful, lad. Trust ... no one!
So starts Taddy's adventure. His new home will be Neezer's inn/tavern,
The Dog's Tail, and in his new life he will receive food in exchange for work
and silence. Taddy does, however, find a friend in Beetle, a streetwise orphan
who also works at The Dog's Tail. Together, the two boys help one another
survive and try to solve the mystery of Taddy's twin.
This book has many twists and turns and captures the reader's attention
immediately. The book is great for solo reading or as a read-aloud book .

••••

Wein, ElizabethE. The Winter Prince. Atheneum, 1993. ISBN 0-689-317476. $15 .95. 202 pp.

•

11 up

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Medraut is the illegitimate son of Artos, high king of Britain. In this book,
which is a new twist on the Arthurian legend, Medraut writes of events to his
mother, Morgause. He tells about his life with Arthur and his family, and his
love for Arthur's twin children LIeu and Goewin. But as the children grow,
Medraut's confusion increases because LIeu is frail and sickly, while Medraut
is strong-a hunter and a leader. Surely he would make a better king than this
delicate boy. Goaded by LIeu's high-handed manner and his own doubts,
Medraut plans and executes a kidnapping. While carrying LIeu into the winter
wilderness, Medraut is astonished to find that though LIeu's body is not strong,
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his spirit is forceful enough to stand up to hardship and betrayal with power and
real authority. Medraut's final decision , evident at the end of this letter, reveals
his allegiance and hope for the future .
This first novel by Wein is on the list of best young adult books of 1993
by Hom Book. It is full of thoughtful emotion and features plenty of action.
Medraut's unhappiness is complicated by his mother's manipulations and his
own lack of self-knowledge. The device of the name changes is intriguing, and
Medraut (or Mordred) as the misunderstood protagonist works well. I
recommend this book for mature readers in grades 11 and up, and especially for
those who are fascinated by Arthurian tales .

••••

Wrede, Patricia C. Talking to Dragons. Jane Yolen Books, 1985. ISBN 0-15284247-0. $16.95. 272 pp.

A

5+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Daystar has grown up on the edge of the enchanted forest and has learned
all the important courtesies necessary to keep him alive when talking to dragons
and other beings in the forest, but he has never actually been into the forest.
One day his mother, Cimorene, brings him a wonderful sword, tells him he
must find out for himself what he is to do and that he'd better do it quickly, and
then vanishes, along with the cottage he has known as home all his life. His
manners and his courage carry him safely through the adventures that await him,
and he finds friendship, family, and the deepening of his own magical powers.
This is the fourth in Wrede's Enchanted Forest Chronicles. (The first three
are Dealing with Dragons, Searching for Dragons, and Calling on Dragons.)
It is clever and amusing, with imaginative characters and fanciful plot
progressions. The budding relationship between Daystar and the young
firewitch, Shiara, is tender and funny . I believe it would be a welcome addition
to the library of any child who enjoys fantasy .

••••
Wright, Betty Ren. Ghost of Popcorn Hill. Illustrated by Karen Ritz. ISBN
0-8234-1009-9. $13.95.81 pp.

A

3+

FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Martin's and Peter's family have moved to an isolated house on Popcorn
Hill. Martin and Peter love the house and don't want to move, but strange
noises and voices can be heard in their bedroom. If they tell their parents about
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the ghostly sounds, they are afraid they will have to move again. Today is
"Dog Day. " The family is going to the shelter to choose a dog for the boys.
The boys want a big friendly dog; the parents want a smaller one. The dog they
finally choose is not exactly the one the boys want, so when they find a big
sheepdog in the woods they sort of abandon the new dog in favor of the
sheepdog. The sheepdog turns out to be a ghost too!
This is a fun mystery/ghost story! Will the boys get the dog they really
want? Will the ghosts get more friendly? Will the family have to move? Will
the ghost dog ever find a home? Will the boys be able to put the ghost to rest?
These and more questions are answered in this mildly scary book. This book
is a good alternative to "Goosebump" books .

••••
Zindel, Paul. David & Della. HarperCollins, 1993.
$13.89. 167 pp.

A

10-12

FI

ISBN 0-06-023354-0.

Reviewed by Janet Francis

David has a hard time with relationships; everything and everyone he
knows either dies or leaves. His guppies freeze, his terrarium gets fungus in it,
his parents collect more frequent flyer miles than the President, and his best
(and only) girlfriend tries to kill herself. No wonder he's looking on his high
school bulletin board for a lifeline! Della Jones has a line, but the life part is
questionable. As always, Zindel doesn't write about ordinary people- -or maybe
he does, but he does it from an extraordinary point of view. Della and David
skim lightly over all the seams of New York, leaving most of them unravelled,
and they finally fmd some sort of neutral place they can both land-mayt>e.
In some ways, Zindel seems more the spokesperson of this generation of
young adults than anyone-he'sa kind of iconoclastic cynic with unregenerate
hope. His characters are funny, unbelievable, or kooky-but we recognize their
concerns. And laughing is better than crying!

••••
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